
General 
sample - statistic (values based on sample, summarises sample data) 
population (complete set of events in which you're interested) - parameter (statistics for population, 
summarises population data) 
  
*** 
qualitative data - categorical (frequency, count of observations in each category) 
 nominal (labels, doesn't scale, for classification!) 

quantitative data - measurement 
 ordinal (orders, ranks, along continuum) 
 interval (differences, e.g. pain scale - equal intervals = equal differences) 
 ratio (true 0 point, means 'absence', e.g. length 'half as much') 

  
levels of measurement = important for interpreting results! 

*** 
  
Variables 
 discrete (few values , finite number of possible values, e.g. dichotomous like gender) (nominal, 

ordinal) 
 continuous (any value btw lowest and highest score, often associated with measurement, e.g. 

speed) (interval, ratio) 
 IV (manipulated, controlled), DV (measured; data, score) 

  
Random sampling - results apply to larger population 

random assignment - random process allocated p to groups 
random sampling = true experiment, +control = quasi experiment, not random = non-experiment 
 

  
 



Probability 
of scores/outcome 
  

Addition rule (one outcome) -OR 
 A and B are mutually exclusive (this OR that) 

p(A)+p(B) 
 A and B aren't mutually exclusive 

p(A)+p(B)-p(A+B) >p of joint occurrence 
  

Multiplication rule (at least 2 outcomes) 
 A and B are independent (replacement; one doesn't influence the other) 

p(A) x p(B) -AND 
 A and B are dependent (no replacement, conditional) 

p(A/given that B) - e.g. 20/100 ball 1 + 19/99 ball 2 -GIVEN THAT 
  

joint probability = Chi squared test 

Descriptives 

Central Tendendy 
 mean 
 mode 
 median 

  

Variability (dispersion) 
degree to which individual data points are distributed around the mean 
 Range (distance from lowest to highest score; IQR = range of middle 50% - no outliers) 
 Standard Deviation SD (average deviation; the extent of deviation for a group as a whole)  

big St Dev > mean isn't very representative of sample (spread out values) 
 Variance (SD2) - same as SD but harder to work with  

Inferentials 
  

homogeneity of variance 
 Levene's test >.05, then variances are equal/similar. quite conservative though 
 rule of thumb: highest variance divided by lowest variance <4 

  
  

Normal distribution: bell shaped 
 positive (I-, hard)/negative (-I, easy) skew 



 
  

 kurtosis (peakedness) 
o leptokurtic (narrow) 
o platokurtic (flat) 
o mesokurtic (intermediate) 

 both, skew and kurtosis, together <I2I (best closest to 0), or statistic value divided by Standard 
error <I2I 

 KS test for large sample sizes <30, p value >.05 (very conservative though!) 
 look at histograms, Q-Q plot-dots should be linear, and may overlook violation if sample size is 

big 
  
Standarization = computing standard scores (mean = 0, SD = 1 > standard normal distribution) 
z-score: number of SD above/below the mean 
z = score - mean divided by SD 

 
  

 
Scores                                                ...                  40              50            60  .... 
x-mean                                              ...                  -10              0              10  .... 



Errors 
Type I error: false positive, reject H0 but H0 is true 

increase alpha level > more likely to reject H0 but H0 is true 
Type II error: false negative, accept H0 but H0 is false (beta = p of TII error) 
  

Power 
p to reject H0 when H0 is false (p of not making TII error) 
power = 1-Beta (ß) 
as N increases (sample size), power does 
sensitivity of experiment to detect effect of IF if effect exists 
a priori (sample size) vs post hoc (affected by sample size, effect size and alpha) 
  
can be increased by 
 increasing mean differences (we want to see big differences between the means as this 

suggests that whatever we have done is having an effect on the DV) 
 increasing sample size 
 decreasing variability 
 relaxing alpha 
 using within-subjects design (decreases error of individual differences) 
 using one-tailed hypothesis (halves probability) 

  

df 
number of values in final calculation of statistic that are free to vary 
  

Sampling distribution 
distribution of values over repeated samples from population 
SD = sample; SE = population 
  

Standard error 
SD of the sampling distribution of a statistic/the sample mean; sample mean estimates population 
mean; samples drawn from same population have different sample means; SE of the mean is the SD 
of those sample means over all possible samples drawn from the population. SE may refer to an 
estimate of the SD computed from the sample data. As sample size increases, sampling distribution 
approaches normality. test statistics have their own sampling distribution (t, F, x2...) 
  
  

alpha level 
set it to .05 most often (allow 5% probability (type I error) due to chance 
if p value (critical value) < - reject H0, if > - accept H0 
 



Parametric Tests 

test IV DV assumptions and theory 

1-sample t-test 1 (e.g. students 
compared to pop. 
mean) 

1 CONT   

independent t-
test 

1 CAT (2 levels) 1 CONT  normal distributed 
 homogeneity of variance (Levene's 

test p>.05) 
 compares mean scores on DV of 2 

groups (IV) 

paired t-test 1 CAT (2 levels) 1 CONT  compares mean scores for same 
people on 2 different occasions 

ANOVA 1(factorial +) CAT (2+ 
levels) 

1 CONT 
(interval) 

 normality 
 homogeneity of variance 

(similar/equal variances) 
 independence (observations) 
 repeated measures: sphericity 

(variances of scores same in 
conditions) 

 tests equality of means (H0: group 
means are equal) 

Regression 1+ CONT 1 CONT Errors 
 linearity 
 independence 
 homoscedaticity (same variances) (also 

of IV) 
 hormal distribution (KSS test) (also of 

DV) 
Other 

 multicolinearity (Ivs must be unrelated; 
tolerance < 2, VIF >10) 

Pearson 
Correlation 

1 CONT 1 CONT  related pairs 
 scale of measurement 
 normality 
 linearity 
 homoscedaticity 

  

Parametric Assumptions 
 normally distributed 
 homogeneity of variance 

 interval data (likert scale - same gabs, no absolute zero) 
 independence 

  
Sampling distribution is normally distributed (regression > error in model normally distributed) 



Tests of normality - normaility assumption 
1. ks test; for large sample sizes <30, p.value >.05, very conservative (often non-normally 

distributed - then use other tests) 
2. Skewness/Kurtosis - both together <I2I; best closest to 0, Static value divided by St error need 

to be <I2I 
3. histogramm 
4. Q-Q plot - dots should be linear 
5. overlook violation if big sample size 

  

Homogeneity of variance 
1. Levene's test >.05 - but too conservative 
2. highest variance divided by lowest variance <4 

 

T-tests 

1 sample t-test 
 know population mean, hypothesise about sample means 
 calculation with sample SD which is the best estimate of the population mean 
 DF = number of scores that are free to vary 
 DV (scores) interval or ratio 
 e.g. are graduates smarter (than the general population, based on IQ scores)? 

  
1 IV, 2 levels = t-test 
1 IV, 2+levels = ANOVA 
1+Ivs = factorial ANOVA 
  

Independent t-test (between groups) 
 independence 
 normal distribution 
 homogeneity of variance (first screen data, Levene's test p>.05 = variances are equal/similar) 

  
 compares mean scores on test variable DV of 2 different groups (IV) > is there a significant 

difference in mean scores for the 2 groups? 
 1 CAT IV (eg male, female), 1 CONT DV (e.g. self-esteem scores) 

  
Report: participants experienced greater DV in IV1 (M, SE) than in IV2 (M, SE), the difference 
was significant, t(DF, N1+N2-2)=..., p<.05. 
  

Paired t-test (within groups, repeated measures) 
 compares mean scores for same people on 2 different occasions 
 CONT DV, CAT IV 

  
Report: participants experienced greater DV in Cond1 (M, SE) tahn in Cond2 (M, SE), t (DF N-
1)=..., p<.05) 

 



ANOVAs 
naming 
 number of Vs (one way if 1 IV, 2+ levels; factorial if more Ivs) 
 repeated measures (same p) / independent (diff p) 

  

Independent ANOVA 
same assumptions as for Independent t-test 
 independence of observations 
 normal distribution (KSS test) 
 homogeneity of variance (Levene's) 
 + sample size > 10 
 + interval DV 

  

Repeated measures 
further assumption: 
 sphericity: variances of scores should be the same in conditions (violation = TII error increased) 

- Mauchly's test (equality if p>.05) 
  

General 
if t-tests were used instead, TI error would be increased 
  
H0: means of groups are equal 
  
interaction effect (factorial ANOVA): 
the differing effect of one independent variable on the dependent variable, depending on the particular level 
of another independent variable 

  
  
F statistic 
 the bigger, the more significant results 
 detects if overal groups differ 
 variances btw groups divided by variance within groups 
 in SPSS table: variance of IV over significant effect of IV on DV 

  
MS btw > variability btw groups - reflects treatment effects 
MS within > random error - combined effects of all uncontrolled factors (eg individual differences, 
errors of measurement...) 
  
Bigger F due to smaller error in repeated measures, as we remove the 'indiv. differences' error 
  
Post hoc 
e.g. Bonferroni 
to find out which groups are significantly different 
  
Report - what test, why, interpretation (significant effect of IV on DV, what specifically differed) 
significant difference between groups and DV, F(btw, within) =..., p<.05. Post hoc showed groups A 
(M, SD) explained significantly less DV to group B (M, SD, p)... 
 



Correlations 

s Quant X Ord X Nom X 

Quant Y Pearson's biserial point-biserial 

Ord Y   Spearman's   

Nom Y     Phi 

  

Pearson's Correlation 
linear/non-linear/scattered 
strength (1 = perfect; >.51 = strong; .25-5 = moderate, <.25 = weak) and direction 
correlation coefficient based on covariance (to which degree 2 variables vary together) 
statistic measures relationship between 2 variables, often used in non-experimental methods 
can't control extraneous V and no cause and effect! 
  
Report: significant relationship between x and y (r=.., p(direction)<.05) and report STRENGTH 
  

Spearman's rho (non-parametric) 
when 2 ordinal V, ranks 
  

Partial correlation 
removes influences of 3rd variable 
  

Point-biserial 
1 interval/ratio and 1 dichotomous variable 
  

Phi 
2 dichotomous V, e.g. pass/fail, nominal 
  

X2 - Chi squared test 
*likely* relationship between 2 CAT variables 
 random sampling 
 independent observations 
 lowest expected frequency = 5 

 Report: significant relationship between x and y, x2(DF)=..., p<.05... report percentages! 

Goodnes of fit 

analyses single CAT variable with 2+ levels (e.g. brand A or B), observed vs expected 

Independence/Relatedness 

relationship between 2 CAT variables; compares frequencies 
found in categories between different variables 
joint probability; B/X : D/y when... (NP greater for x than y) 

  P NP 

x A B 

y C D 



Regression 
assumptions 
errors 
 linear data 
 independent (uncorrelated errors) 
 homoscedaticity (same variances for errors, and stable) 
 normal distribution (also for DV, KSS test) 

other 
 multicolinearity (unrelated IVs. when highly correlated i.e. >.7 IVs measure essentially the 

same): tolerance (little overlap wanted) <2, VIF >10 
 multiple regression + IVs same variability 

  
H0: the slope is zero (no slope) 
we assume there's a straight line relationship between DV and IV 
  
variance: collective deviation from the mean 
covariance: degree to which 2 V vary togehter 
  
Regression: predict criterion Y (DV) with predictor X (IV), draw regression line that best represents 
direction and placement of data. Regression line: minimise errors associated with prediction; define: 
compute 2 regression coefficients (alpha and beta), then plug into formula to predict y when x=... 
y=B (undstandarised, slope/weight, steepness of line)x (+B2x2 + B3x3...) + a (intercept; where line 
crosses y-axis, adjusts placement of line along y-axis relative to slope B and mean of variables) 
in SPSS table under 'B unstandarised' - first line is a-intercept, second line is b-slope 
  
R: relationship btw IVs and DV (high = strong) 
R2: variance in DV explained by IVs (strength) - turn into percentage in report. rest must be due to 
other factors than x 
SE of estimate: difference btw predicted and observed scores, large = bad (prediction inaccurate by 
+/-... 
ANOVA F: good fit or not; regression= variation accounted for by model (should be higher than...) 
residual= variation NOT explained by model. F is ratio of (not) explained variance by IV in DV 
  
Report: 

1. Regression to see if x predicts y 
2. model is good fit (R2, F(DF,DF), p) 
3. x predicts (R2) % of variance in y 
4. x significantly predicts y scores (standarised ß, t(DF), p) 
5. MR: x/y/z... was strongest predictor (standarised ß, t(DF), p) >> variable that contributes most-

look at beta, biggest one! 
6. increase by one 'x' = in/decrease in y scores by B (non-standarised) 

  
   



correlation (degree of relationship) 
variable deviates from its been - other variable should do that too 
collective deviation fro mean = variance 
covariance: to which degree two variables vary together - standarise it by dividing but both standard 
deviations = corr. coefficient (from -1 to +1) 
  
Research Question - is there a relationship btw..., Hypothesis - 0: there is no relationship A: there is a 
relationship 
  
regression (for of relationship - create a model - construct line to predict values (errors have lots of 
deviation - pick those that have the smallest error) - picks model with smallest residuals - the line with 
the best fit. then use the line to predict scores.) 
Does stress x predict quality of life y? 
quality of life (y) - alpha is y-intercept + beta is the slope (gradient), x is predictor variable (stress) 
  
assumptions: 
- data are linear 
- independence> errors are uncorrelated 
- homoscedasticity> the variance of errors should be stable at all levels of the predicted values. 
for every predicted value, the variance of the errors should be roughly the same (cigar shaped) 
- normality> the errors in the model (residuals) are normally distributed 
  
model to predict fear scores 
H0> B=0, that assumes that x plays no role in predicting y. Y is independent of X, therefore the slope 
of the regression line is 0. 
HA> Y is related to X. So the slope is not equals 0. 
first table: R squared> proportion of variance of DV explained by the model. convert in percentage - 
27.8 per cent of the DV explained by the model. percentage of variation! 
f-value in ANOVA table: variation explained should be higher than variation by not explained. we want 
a very high f statistic! corresponding p value tells us if the proportion of variance explained by model 
significant. 
Coefficients table: values of alpha and beta; use unstandarised beta in equation - B. For a 1 unit 
increase in x (imagination) corresponding change in y (fear) is -.946... alpha is 75 - can plug into 
equation. 
coefficients table - are components of equation significant? equation - is x a significant predictor? 
  
reporting values 
1 address the main question - is the model sign, is the dif sig, or the relationship etc - either t value, f 
ratio, x below 2, r, r^2. then DF. then p-value. 
2 address the secondary questions, ie what are the specific differences, what are the signif predictors, 
or the frequencies. t-test: m, sd. anova: m, sd, p value. regression: standarised beta, t value, p value. 
chi square: frequencies in per cent 
  
model: y= 75+ -.95x  - plug in x value, eg 10 
75-9.5 = 65.5 

  

Multiple Regression 
correlation matrix in SPSS: predicted V show relationship with DV (>2), but not too high correlation 
(>7) = multicolinearity 
  
Assumptions for regressions 
Data: normality (IV and DV normally distributed), linearity (relationships btw each IV and DV have to 
be linear), multicolinearity (tests assumption that the IVs are unrelated), independence (same for all 
tests; each unit or participant have to be independent in the measuring) 
Errors: normality (normal distribution of errors), linearity (errors have to be linear in relation to the 
predicted values), homoscedasticity (equal variances of residuals at all levels of the predicted values) 
  



parametric: independent, level of measurement, normality, homogeneity of variance - latter two differ 
for regression: 
normality: errors normally distributed; variance of residuals will be equal at all levels of the predicted 
values 
  
linear: 1 IV (x) to predict Y - DV - straight line model 
  
multiple regression: multiple IV - y is still DV, x and z axis if two IV - three dimensional space, model 
isn't a straight line - find model with smallest difference between predicted and observed points. MR 
distribution of data, SPSS plane of best fit - need to know formula, extension of linear, but more IVs; 
Y= b1x1+ b2x2+ b3x3+ b4x4 +a (beta coefficient for each IV, alpha is intercept) 
  
output gives you error values for normality, linearity and homoscedasticity - if these okay we can 
interpret the output 
  
normality - kss test 
linearity - scatterplots 
  
three predictors - age, memory, IQ - to predict changes in cognitive task performance, we hope with 
these three we can account for lots of variation in the DV 
we don't want overlap btw the IVs (variation must not be the same - multicolinearity, all account for 
separate portion in the DV) 
look at tolerance and VIF to look at multicolinearity, tolerance: proportion of variance in given IV, btw 
0 and 1, close 0 high proportion in IV accounted for by other IV, close to 1 suggests the IV is 
independent of the other IV, so we want it closer to 1- 1 means there is little overlap, greater than .2 is 
ok. VIF, opposite of tolerance, variance inflation factor, degree to which to coefficient of the IV is 
inflated due to multicolinearity. VIF under 10 is ok. 
  
H0 Age, IQ and memory scores cannot predict changes in cognitive task performances. B1=B2=B2=0 
regardless changes in the IVs there are no changes in the DV 
H1 Bj not equal to 0 for at least one j, at least one coefficient is not equal 0 , so at least one is a 
significant predictor 
  
SPSS output 
Model summary gives you R squared, portion of variance in outcome variable explained by model, 
percentage explained by model - variation in DV explained by model!!! 
more IVs - greater R - what we want 
  
ANOVA table - good fit or not; F ratio: variance explained over variance not explained by the model; 
corresponding P value - F is (non) significant; so proportion accounted for by the model is significant 
looks at entire model 
  
Coefficients Table: looks at each component within the model, whether each is a significant 
component in the model; p value of age and iq not significant, but memory is, , so only one 
component of the model predicts changes in cognitive performance - practically in formula to predict 
value then only use memory  - look in change of r square for it alone first 
  
write up 
state what test and why. state results - percentage of the variance in cognitive task score predicted by 
age, memory and IQ (R squared=.80, F(3,36)=46.80, p smaller than .001). Memory was the only 
significant predictor in the model (BETA - standarised=.883, t(36)=8.74, p=smaller than...) 
  
A one unit increase in memory results in a .883 increase in cognitive task performance. - 
STANDARISED BETA; 1.18 increase - UNSTANDARISED B 
  
Results indicate that people with better memory scores are predicted to perform better on the 
cognitive tasks. 
  
  



Models 
1. Standard (simultaneous): enter predictor Vs at same time, success of model for prediction, 

assess individual predictors 
2. Stepwise 

a. forward: correl. with criterion - enter V one at a time - assess effect of adding each, 
exclude V that don't add much success to model 

b. backward: enter all predictors, remove weakest, recalculate regression (re-enter if it 
weakens model) - repeat till only useful predictors left 

c. stepwise: enter each V, assess value, retain V if it contributes to model. retest all other V 
to see if they still contribute (if not, remove). most parsimonious model, very data-
driven 

3. (binary) Logistic regression - for binary DVs, fewer assumptions (needs independence). can 
use CONT and CAT predictors. usually for relationship btw CAT DV and predictors. useful for 
determining absence or presence of events 

4. Hierarchical regression - blocking. variables added, only compare to already added ones. 

Non-parametric Tests 
  

use non-parametric tests when assumptions for parametrics are violated 
binomial significance test; few assumptions, easier, flexible, little less powerful 
  

 Robustness violation of assumptions don't matter much for parametric tests, apparently! 
exaggeration! there are reasons not to assume normality! 

 Power p to reject H0 when H0 is false (TII error, false negative). As N increases, power of test 
does 

 ARE relative efficiency - compares power of parametric with non-parametric equivalent 

 Classes of non-parametric tests 
  

1-Data Randomisation 2-Rank-randomisation 3-Van der Wärden 
normal scores 

 best (elegant, simple, powerful) but hard, 
only for small samples 

 ARE 100% 
e.g. t-test equivalent; H0= value and location 
are independent; high and low scores equally 
likely in each condition 
Fisher's method of randomisation: there is no 
table of critical values, because the sampling 
distribution is different for every data set. 
Every time we use data randomization tests, 
we have to construct our own sampling test 
using 'Fisher's method of randomization' - 
adding and subtracting etc to find the most 
extreme outcome, then the next 
extreme....etc. 
  

most common 
ARE <100% 
Fisher's method of randomisation 
scores = ranks 
H0: ranking is random 
  
Mann Whitney U (independent t-
test) 
 Wilcoxon (related t-test) 
 Friedman ANOVA (repeated 

measures) 
 Kruskall Willis (between 

ANOVA) 
 Spearman's rho (correlation) 
 X2 (correlation) 

 refinement of 2), 
more powerful yet 
harder 

 ordinal data > 
ranks > z-scores 

 ARE 100% 

  
Nonparametric tests 
when assumptions of paraametrics are violated 



  

nonparametric Inferential statistics  
parametrics> Ho, H1, choose test statistics for evidence against H0 - t value, f ratio, find sampling 
distribution (how many samples have t value of 2.13 etc), what is our t value in our sample, find p, 
accept or reject H0 (compare obtained value to critical value that marks rejection region) 
parametric assumptions> normal distribution of data, if violated power of test is reduced. power is p of 
correctly rejecting H0 or p of not performing type 2 error. obtained critical value has to be true. if 
obtained value is more extreme than critical value we reject the h0, however might be wrongly 
rejected. READ appendix about nonparametric in course book!!!! 
so don't carry on with parametric test, do nonparametric alternative. ARE: formula for asymptotic 
relative efficiency formula, compares power of parametric with nonparametric equivalent. when 
assumptions are violated, nonparametric test is more powerful. 
   
data randomisation (nonparametric equivalent to t-test) - value and location are independent, value 
is score, location is what condition the score came from. test that high scores and low scores are 
equally likely to occur in either group. H0: value and location are independent. 
calculate test statistic, calculate number of ways in which the scores could have been sorted. 
calculate no of test statistics that fall in the rejection region. find most extreme test statistics (calculate 
five smallest vales of Ex, take the first smallest = test statistic). if test statistic falls in on of the extreme 
test statistics, reject H0. (powerful, ARE 100%) 
  
rank randomisation data r. for small sample sizes, these tests for larger data sets. mostly used, 
more straight-forward. convert scores to ranks, don't deal with data but ranks. lowest score is given 
rank 1 and so on. large scores have thus large ranks. powerful tests - test hypothesis that ranking of 
scores in random (H0), i.e. the group it belongs to doesn’t influence the rank. 

 Mann Whitney U Test (independent samples t-test equivalent): data are ranked across the 

groups. ties: average of the ranks. (convert data to ranks, calculate test statistic, convert it to z-
score, find matching probability for z-score). We expect scores from each sample to be equally 
common at beginning and end of list (H0) (otherwise one group as comparably low ranks to 
other group). If you add up ranks in each group you'd expect the sums to be roughly equal. If 
one group was better, it should have a higher sum.  Test statistic is the smaller U (calculated for 
each group). 

 Friedman ANOVA (repeated measures ANOVA equivalent): rank data WITHIN each subject - 
what is their highest and lowest score. (rank scores within each subject, calculate test statistic 
(sum of ranks for each condition, formula X2), refer to table to reject or accept the null (if 
critical < obtained, reject the null), construct confidence intervals for pairwise comparison 

(mean ranks for each condition, subtract all from each one, if they differ by more than 2.81 - 
then there is a significant difference between these conditions) 

 Spearman Rho *Pearson 
s equivalent) 

 Kruskall Wallis (equivalent of between groups ANOVA) 
  

quick, ordinal level data. BUT loss of power 

  
 



Factor Analysis 

EXPLORATORY 
Used to reduce a large number of variables (in a given domain)  and identify a smaller number of 
factors that capture them  
  

WHEN 

1. reduce number of units 
e.g. when 2 V measure the same thing - highly correlated - put together into F to account for as 
much variation in data. 
how many factors to extract? 
 Kaiser Criteria: eigenvalue > 1 
 Scree test/plot: point of inflection where lines intersect, factors above it 

(eigenvalue: amount of variation explained by each value) 
  

2. detect structure 
list all items, with FA discover dimension (F1 - reflects living factors etc) - nature of grouping by 
detecting structure 

STEPS 

Principle component analysis 

 
combine two factors into one factor - use variation of the two X and Y to do so to create a factor 
  

1. data collection - send out questionnaire 

2. generate rxy matrix - look at it to find out which items are closely related; items that have high 

correlation are likely to be grouped together for the same factor 
3. test for factorability - data has to be suitable 

 adequate sample size 
the more items, the bigger the sample hast to be, for each item about 14 participants 
KMO has to be greater than .6 

 whether correlation matrix is signi diff to identify matrix (assumes that all variables are not 
associated with one another, so all variables are independent) 

look at barletts test of sphericity, should be lless than .05! 

 for each item is it going to fit within our factor solution - association of each item with all other 
items - does one item have enough variation in common with the other items - need all items to 
be associated with another to create a factor solution as we group together common items if 
one item doesn't fit with any other it tells that it measures something completely different so we 
would remove it. 



measure of sampling adequacy, MSA, each item sufficiently related to all other items. If greater than 
.6, item can remain on the list. look at anti-image Matrices, look at anti-image correlation, look at 
numbers with a next to it, that's that values MSA number. less than .6, item doesn't fit in our factor 
solution, so take it out of our list, carry on with our steps with the remainders 
  

4. extract initial solution 

extract first factor solution - no of factors we choose to extract. FIRST: communalities table: how well 
each item is being explained by the factor solution, higher value is explained well. .2 is low number - 
remove the item, carry on. should have been picked out before though. remove below .3. THEN: look 
at factor solution, total variance explained: tells us how many factors we have in the end. Each row 
represents a factor. Only extracted eg 2 factors though. spss only takes those with eigenvalues grater 
than 1 (eigenvalue is amount of variation explained by each value) - Kaiser Criteria(only extracts 
factors that have eigenvalue greater than one). Scree Plot: point of inflection where horizontal and 
vertical lines interact extract factors above that inflection point. 
  
look at cumulative percentage in variance explained. that's how much the data explains he variation 
by the factors taken. If we think that explained variation isn't enough, take in more factors. balance 
goals - explaining much variation as possible, and minimising factors. 
  
look at component matrix, tells you that we have 2 factors, listing items, each item has factor loading 
for both, tell you which factor that item belongs to, value higher means falls in that group, , ideally we 
want each item to just load highly on one factor, high is greater than .3 for a given factor, issue when 
it loads highly on both factors, crossloading! avoid that: rotate the factors...  
  

5. rotate and interpret 

polarise factor loadings; makes sure that each item has a high laoding on one factor and a low one on 
the other. rotation in spss. we only use varimex and direct oblimin. varimex: when we expect factors 
to be independent of each other, orthogonal. use direct oblimin: expect factors to be dependent on 
each other (most of the time in psychology; scores related even if causes aren’t, eg anxious at home 
and at work) - supress small coefficient at .30.  component, pattern and structure matrix; look at 
pattern matrix for factor loadings (structure is correlation btw items and factors) - gives us neat factor 
loadings. 
  
Now we can label our factors! 
  
component correlation matrix tells us the degree to which the factors are related to each other; low 
correlation could have used varimex. 
  

6. construct factor scores/scales 

construct mean score for each factor; so mean scores for amount of work stress vs home stress 
  

Principle axis factoring, or principle factor analysis 

 
items X and Y, only take the variation that the two have in common to create the factor 
  
(use syntax for tests - can save it and use it again or see what analysis exactly you ran) 
  
attitude test with questions about special skills, mathematical ability and linguistic skills 
want to test how many dimensions intelligence or aptitude 
  
look at correlation matrix to see which items are grouped together 



test for factorability  - sample size KMO - correlation significantly diff Barlett's - sample adequacies 
MSA 
extract initial solution - communalities, make sure each item is sufficiently explained, amount of 
variation explained by factor solution, look at extraction column (below point 3 to be removed) 
total variance explained, three factors extracted, look at cumulative percentages explained, want to 
extract more factors change eigenvalue in factor extraction, or say how many you want 
what items in each factor - look at rotated factor matrix, now you have labels for each factor 
  

 
 

CONFIRMATORY 
Used to confirm (or support)hypotheses about the factor structure for a set of variables  (i.e., to 
detect structure in the relationship between variables)    



Qualitative Research 
3 broad types 
 qualitative data = more valid knowledge, no categories, authentic personal accounts 
 basis for generating data-driven theory, more authentic theories 
 see how reality and social life are, constructed through language, critique of current social 

structures 
  

Types of qualitative data 

researcher-generated (eg interviews) not (eg recorded therapy session) 

interactive - very common (dr-patient consultation) not (recorded lecture, newspaper article) 

verbal (focus group discussion) textual (blog) 

  
3 questions with people 
 Research question (often exploratory) 
 Q to ask P (designing Q: open ended, simple...) 
 Q to ask data 

2 questions with textual data 
  
Purpose 
 generate theory (follow up with quantitative methods) 
 map ppl talking about something (LAN) 
 foster alternative discourse interaction (LAN) 

  
Evaluate qualitative research 
 appropriate methods to RQ 
 connection to existing theory 
 criteria for analysis 
 systematic data collection 
 procedures for analysis clear 
 systematic analysis 
 evidence for arguments 
 data and interpretation 

  
Focus 
 stories within data 
 patterns across data (experience, social meanings and resources) 
 interactions and LAN use 

  
Common approaches 
 narrative analysis 
 grounded theory 
 thematic analysis (bottom-up, top-down) - stories, patterns, interaction, LAN use... 
 discourse analysis 

  



Ethics 
 P have given consent to take part in study 
 P have been informed about the true nature of study 

P are being deceived about the true nature of the study  justifiable 

 Explain that all details about P will remain confidential 
 P can withdraw from the study anytime, without having to justify their actions 
 P will be debriefed at the end (their role will be explained, opportunity to see complete study) 
 P must have been protected from emotional, social, physical distress 
 Ethical principles= privacy; confidentaility 
 

qualitative quantitative 

rich - yet narrow data broad, yet shallow 

difference and divergence concensus and norms 

interpet and understand explain and predict 

generate theory test theory 

subjective objective 

flexible not so much 

few ppl large population 

proximity to them anywhere 

know little language p have to know language 

long quick 

team of researchers few 

expensive relatively cheap 

EXPLORE and DESCRIBE EXPLAIN 

 



Notes on SPSS 
how to reverse scores 
the higher you score - more depressed 
the lower you score - the more depressed; reverse scores to match, so higher depression is 
indicated by the same numbers 
  
replace missing scores - imputation 
some Q not answered in questionnaires. can replace with estimate - expected value. find 
best estimate for value. e.g. replace with item mean 
  
transform logs 
if parametric assumptions are violated. adjusts normality violations and homogeneity 
violations. most often used. 
positive skew - square root, inverse it, log...negative skew: reflect and square root, reflect 
and log, reflect and inverse. 
  
log transformations: only reported in terms of median not mean in report! 
  
split medians 
change cont to categorical variable 
eg age cont needs to be young and old, so classify all over 50 as old, others as young (base 
split on median) 
  
select cases 
might want to do anova only on selected subsample. 
 


